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						Streamline your intelligence.

Power your future success

						
							Backstop’s innovative technology empowers you to unlock your data, driving effectiveness, fostering collaboration and enabling swift, confident investment decisions.
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							What are you interested in?

						

												
							
									Research management
	Portfolio management
	Data Services
	Raising Capital
	Investor Relations
	Client Portal


							

						

												

					

				

			

		

				
			
					
						
							Institutional Investors and LPs 						
					
	
						
							Private Fund Managers (GPs) 						
					
	
						
							Consultants, Advisors & OCIOs						
					


				
									
						
							
								Institutional Investors and LPs 

								Future-proof your investment process with a single, dynamic source of truth encompassing both quantitative and qualitative data. Backstop’s, multi-asset-class research and portfolio management platform eliminates silos, enabling your teams to make well-informed investment decisions effortlessly.

								Learn more
							

															
							
									Banks
	Endowments & Foundations
	Single & Multi-Family Offices
	Funds of Funds
	Public & Private Pensions / Institutions
	


							
								

													

					

									
						
							
								Private Fund Managers (GPs) 

								Discover a dynamic, adaptable platform that will truly set your firm apart. Backstop empowers you with the ultimate single source of truth – revolutionize how you raise and retain capital, supercharge business development, and foster meaningful connections with allocators, consultants, and other industry participants in your universe. Unlock your firm’s full potential today.

								Learn more
							

															
							
									Funds of Funds
	Hedge Funds
	
	Private Equity, Venture Capital & Real Estate


							
								

													

					

									
						
							
								Consultants, Advisors & OCIOs

								Backstop is your trusted ally in optimizing the investment and client life cycle. Our solutions create a single source of truth for multi-asset research and portfolio management, driving prospect and client satisfaction, fostering loyalty and ensuring long-term retention. Stay ahead of the competition with Backstop’s cutting-edge solutions.

								Learn more
							

													

					

								

			

		
		
		
		
			
				
					
												Explore our comprehensive services 

						Our configurable suite of intelligent, interlocking technologies.

						
														
								
									 

Research Management

Unleash your team’s effectiveness with our powerful multi-asset Research Management System (RMS) that’s flexible to each team’s processes and data requirements.

								

								Learn more
							

														
								
									 

Portfolio Management

Our sophisticated software empowers you to effectively monitor risk and return for a wide range of alternative assets, enabling informed decision-making to optimize your portfolio.

								

								Learn more
							

														
								
									 

Data Services 

Unlock the power of data to make better informed investment decisions. Data feeds include custodial, fund admin, industry benchmarks, investor data and more.

								

								Learn more
							

														
								
									 

Capital Raising

Elevate your capital-raising game with confidence, drawing on real-time opportunity pipeline insights.

								

								Learn more
							

														
								
									 

Investor Relations  

Personalize relationships with investors while maximizing every minute of every interaction. Build trust through exceptional client service to optimize capital raising and retention.  

								

								Learn more
							

														
								
									 

Client Portal

Inspire confidence, loyalty, and trust among your clients with a secure, branded, web-based reporting portal tailored to fit your privacy needs.  

								

								Learn more
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            Explore Backstop Data Services

            The right data, right where you need it.
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                                Backstop IntellX                            
                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    

Streamline due diligence, document retrieval and management with automated processes

IntellX automatically retrieves crucial documents from fund source emails and portals, seamlessly connecting them to corresponding funds and investments. Unlock efficiency and empower your team with instant access to valuable resources.



                                

                                                                    Contact us to learn more
                                                            

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                Custodian Connect                            
                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    

Automatically feed custodial data into Backstop

Save your team countless hours with accurate, and automatic posting of custodian data. It’s never been easier to safeguard your assets, reconcile returns and harness real-time insights to drive your decisions. 



                                

                                                                    Contact us to learn more
                                                            

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                Admin Connect                            
                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    

Put vital fund admin data at your team’s fingertips

Set the stage for transparent, truly first-class investor service with performance reporting, capital activity, and investor balance information automatically loaded into Backstop.



                                

                                                                    Contact us to learn more
                                                            

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                Forms                            
                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    

Digitize and streamline form-based due diligence

Our new integration enriches your form-gathering process for faster, more efficient portfolio monitoring, research management and investment due diligence.  



                                

                                                                    Contact us to learn more
                                                            

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                APIs                            
                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    

Power your data strategy with our APIs for an efficient and streamlined approach to data management.  

Empower your in-house developers to integrate Backstop securely with a range of mission-critical systems, third-party applications, and external reporting engines, using robust, specially licensed REST APIs. 



                                

                                                                    Contact us to learn more
                                                            

                        

                    

                                        
                        
                            
                                Backstop BarclayHedge                            
                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    

Gain a wealth of comprehensive insights into hedge funds and industry trends

Use our market leading platform to access instant, valuable proprietary research on portfolio management and performance assessment for hedge funds, CTAs, UCITS funds, and alternative investment vehicles.



                                

                                                                    Contact us to learn more
                                                            

                        

                    

                                        
                

                            

        

    


		
		
			
				
					
						Resources

						Immerse yourself in our resource library and witness the transformative power of Backstop on your investor and investment lifecycle. Dive into our blogs, thought leadership, solution briefs, datasheets, and customer success stories.

						View all
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															Building a capital-raising and investor retention machine
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															How your RMS can unleash (or stifle) your...
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        What Our Clients Say About Us
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                            Backstop is very customizable…the client/marketing team has been able to build out our instance and do a lot with it. The support team is very responsive. The report builder has been extremely useful for our client team, and the ETK function even more so.



                            Katie Carroll

                            Alphadyne Asset Management
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                            I work in Backstop 8 hours a day, 5 days a week. It is our document database and main data depository. It provides us with the tools we use on a daily basis to both analyze and house our data and all the documents that we receive. Besides ease of use, ease of reporting, and ease of viewing, the Backstop Support people are top of class.”



                            Kathy McLean

                            BP
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                            Backstop has been a great solution for our firm and working with Backstop has been a great experience since the very beginning.



                            Jono Swanson

                            Carmel Partners
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                            Backstop is the most flexible and intuitive

CRM system I’ve used.



                            Maria Szabo

                            GTIS Partners
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                            By using Backstop, our managers can easily access financial information and analysis anytime when making investment decisions.



                            Camilla Burke

                            Huizenga Capital Management 
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                            It is an excellent product, allowing us to effectively “mirror” our Trustee record keeping; which provides us the ability to reconcile and identify any potential errors and strengthens our level of assurance



                            Rosele Watro

                            Kodak
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                            Backstop allows us to maintain the organization’s memory. Turnover is an unavoidable truth in any institution. As people go, they take with them crucial knowledge. Backstop is how we can mitigate this…the system helps to keep track of all the conversations we have and all the people we have them with.



                            Mark Montoya

                            Public Employees Retirement Association of New Mexico (PERA)
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                            I have used several other systems in my days and this one is by far the best, most tailored to the asset management industry and with the most user-friendly features.



                            Julie Platt Smith

                            Sound Point Capital
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                            Breadth of functionality. Quality of customer service. Strong focus on innovation, product improvement, and customer needs.”



                            Rip Mecherle

                            University of Tennessee
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                            Great relational database for information tracking, contact management, client management, distribution, and accounting.



                            Chris Arends

                            Voyager Management
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                            Backstop is a key client engagement tool within our advisory business. Their customized software configurability and flexibility, along with client service, have made Backstop a key partner for our firm,



                            David Gold

                            Optima Partners
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                            Backstop is very customizable…the client/marketing team has been able to build out our instance and do a lot with it. The support team is very responsive. The report builder has been extremely useful for our client team, and the ET function even more so.”



                            Katie Carroll

                            BP
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                            It fills a huge void we had in tracking managers, contacts and performance. User friendly, responsive support.



                            Matt Orr
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                ION Analytics merges human insight and cutting-edge machine intelligence to help institutional investors understand, anticipate and thrive in capital markets.                
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                      Next-generation Mergermarket is the industry’s most predictive AI powered M&A origination service combining human insight and historical data.



                      Visit Mergermarket
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                      A platform powered by proprietary investigative journalism and predictive analytics designed to help clients find new investments, capture flow, and win more deals.



                      Visit Debtwire
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                      Infralogic is the only infrastructure service to combine news, data, and predictive analytics to help you win new deals.



                      Visit Infralogic
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                      Dealogic offers content and software solutions for banks and investment firms in the global capital markets.



                      Visit Dealogic
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                      Blackpeak provides industry leading

due diligence with deep expertise in discreetly uncovering and mitigating undisclosed risks.



                      Visit Backpeak
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                Contact

Main: +1 312 277-7700

UK: +44 (0)800 069 8582

Hong Kong: +852 2500 9500

Sales: +1 312 277-7701

Support: +1 312 277-7702
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We value your privacy
We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. In case of sale of your personal information, you may opt out by using the link DO NOT SELL OR SHARE MY PERSONAL INFORMATION.

Cookie settingsAccept



Manage consent

  
    
      
      
      Close
      
        

    
        
                            
                    
                        Privacy Overview
                        
                            This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.

                        

                                            

                

                        

                
                                    
                        
                            
                                Necessary                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                     Necessary 
                                

                                
                                    Always Enabled                                
                                                    

                        
                            
                            Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__hssc	30 minutes	HubSpot sets this cookie to keep track of sessions and to determine if HubSpot should increment the session number and timestamps in the __hstc cookie.
	__hssrc	session	This cookie is set by Hubspot whenever it changes the session cookie. The __hssrc cookie set to 1 indicates that the user has restarted the browser, and if the cookie does not exist, it is assumed to be a new session.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie records the user consent for the cookies in the "Advertisement" category.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	CookieLawInfoConsent	1 year	CookieYes sets this cookie to record the default button state of the corresponding category and the status of CCPA. It works only in coordination with the primary cookie.
	JSESSIONID	session	New Relic uses this cookie to store a session identifier so that New Relic can monitor session counts for an application.
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Functional                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    functional
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__cf_bm	30 minutes	Cloudflare set the cookie to support Cloudflare Bot Management.
	li_gc	6 months	Linkedin set this cookie for storing visitor's consent regarding using cookies for non-essential purposes.
	lidc	1 day	LinkedIn sets the lidc cookie to facilitate data center selection.
	messagesUtk	5 months 27 days	HubSpot sets this cookie to recognize visitors who chat via the chatflows tool.
	UserMatchHistory	1 month	LinkedIn sets this cookie for LinkedIn Ads ID syncing.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Performance                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    performance
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.


                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Analytics                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    analytics
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__hstc	5 months 27 days	Hubspot set this main cookie for tracking visitors. It contains the domain, initial timestamp (first visit), last timestamp (last visit), current timestamp (this visit), and session number (increments for each subsequent session).
	_ga	1 year 1 month 4 days	Google Analytics sets this cookie to calculate visitor, session and campaign data and track site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognise unique visitors.
	_ga_*	1 year 1 month 4 days	Google Analytics sets this cookie to store and count page views.
	_gcl_au	3 months	Google Tag Manager sets the cookie to experiment advertisement efficiency of websites using their services.
	AnalyticsSyncHistory	1 month	Linkedin set this cookie to store information about the time a sync took place with the lms_analytics cookie.
	CONSENT	2 years	YouTube sets this cookie via embedded YouTube videos and registers anonymous statistical data.
	hubspotutk	5 months 27 days	HubSpot sets this cookie to keep track of the visitors to the website. This cookie is passed to HubSpot on form submission and used when deduplicating contacts.
	ln_or	1 day	Linkedin sets this cookie to registers statistical data on users' behaviour on the website for internal analytics.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Advertisement                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    advertisement
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	bcookie	1 year	LinkedIn sets this cookie from LinkedIn share buttons and ad tags to recognize browser IDs.
	bscookie	1 year	LinkedIn sets this cookie to store performed actions on the website.
	li_sugr	3 months	LinkedIn sets this cookie to collect user behaviour data to optimise the website and make advertisements on the website more relevant.
	test_cookie	15 minutes	doubleclick.net sets this cookie to determine if the user's browser supports cookies.
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	5 months 27 days	YouTube sets this cookie to measure bandwidth, determining whether the user gets the new or old player interface.
	YSC	session	Youtube sets this cookie to track the views of embedded videos on Youtube pages.
	yt-remote-connected-devices	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the user's video preferences using embedded YouTube videos.
	yt-remote-device-id	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the user's video preferences using embedded YouTube videos.
	yt.innertube::nextId	never	YouTube sets this cookie to register a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.
	yt.innertube::requests	never	YouTube sets this cookie to register a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Others                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    others
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	loglevel	never	No description available.
	VISITOR_PRIVACY_METADATA	5 months 27 days	Description is currently not available.
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